
Even though I had done more than half of the 222 Corbetts, with others
seeking willing companions for their odysseys, a day out on a peak new to
me became irresistible. Time (almost thirty years) had passed since I
completed the Munros and my fingers had now become too arthritic to climb
effectively on rock any more. However, with fully functioning legs, I felt
somewhat attracted to, and then condemned myself to, the challenge of
Corbett completion in order to flesh out my ageing CV as a practising
mountain man. Perhaps I could still achieve (if I got a move on) and, with
an 80th birthday being five years hence, I had a target. After all, I have lived
in Scotland for over twenty years. That should be an advantage for reaching
summits in Scotland.

Counting Down Corbetts
John Allen
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The end of September 2015 was gloomy over Beinn a’Choin (770m) above
Loch Arklet. No matter, I would do a Corbett. With long wet grass at the
start I was assured of wet feet all day; this hill was mostly in cloud, had no
paths and conspired to thwart easy footwork over its minor hummocks, and
sported undergrowth tangled with barbs, brambles, lassoes and blind holes.
It taught me a lesson for the future; one of renewed respect for trackless
hills and, maybe I should buy a pair of wellies. 

I then went to Orkney for a final, yearning look at the Old Man of Hoy –
so desirable, but no goddess from the modern climbing world was hanging
about, seeking to rope in a partner. And so, I abandoned the idea, probably
unfulfilled for ever. Any offers, me at 80, you do the leading? My legs will
probably have to make do with Corbetts. 

Then, in November 2015 I went to the SMC Naismith Hut for the nearby
Corbetts: Glas Bheinn and Canisp – nice and easy, and I got the former. But
Canisp? Failed by a few hundred feet from the summit. With rain, wind and
cloud from the start, I plodged for an hour through black stuff reminiscent
of the Peak District and black treacle walks. The river was in spate, so I
walked towards its source, crossed it, saw the tiny lochan just below me,
battled on over quartzy blocks into a headwind of driving rain, and met my
psychological wall. I had wanted a nice sunny day. No amount of wanting
was going to work today, so I quit and made the tiresome plod back to the
car and the cosy Naismith home. Next time was in February 2016, but deep
powder snow on the main A837 road at the layby start from the Naismith,
and even deeper powder off-road, stopped me. When, oh when, will I get
Canisp?! So much for an easy day.
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Glen Clova from slopes of Ben Tirran.



Meanwhile, other hills, more awkward in theory, fell easily. Of course,
good weather helped. In mid-winter the access roads could be problematic:
un-gritted, non-ploughed, or with snow compacted into ice, or drifted over
by strong winds that might be impassable ahead, and become cut off
behind. In summer, I resist kipping in a small car, but being hemmed in by
snowdrifts in winter could be unpleasant or worse. It has never happened to
me. But Ben Tirran threatened me like this. The approach road through Glen
Clova is long, and undulating in a way that summer would not recognise, but
winter had tilted it into slippery slopes and hills, the single-track width
being just that – a car width, unless you were brave and prepared to
challenge the snow-filled ditch edges in order to pass oncoming vehicles.
Always carry a shovel and spade in the car.

That day I was lucky, because a minibus group of seven followed my
footprints to the summit; they could be helpful for a push or digout at the
end of the day. Eventually it was something else that almost fooled me into
failure – I had not expected Ben Tirran to have steep slopes, but the wind
had blown so incessantly over hard snow that the icy surface of gentle
inclines made it impossible to stand upright. Traction for the feet was
precarious and I had no crampons with me that day. I have subsequently
bought and used ‘trail crampons’, a kind of mini-crampon framework of
eleven steel spikes held fast by linked steel chains and rubber webbing. 

Corbetts – lesser hills? Don’t you believe it. They are more like isolated
Munros, but without the same street-cred. Each one often needs a complete
day (at my age) without another nearby Corbett nearby to double the
reward for the effort and expense. They masquerade as inferior by height,
but often start at sea level; in the main they are one-at-a-time peaks. Go
and get them in winter, which should see them off, perhaps you may think,
but expect to finish in the dark. Best to apply Alpine skills – get up and start
before dawn. And take both axe and crampons is my advice for 2018.

Most times, I plan food and drink items with a list on paper; things to
do, and not to forget. I have forgotten the knife, fork, spoon kit; taken a
gas cylinder with the wrong fitment for the stove (Beinn Dronaig); forgotten
the hut key to the SMC hut at Elphin with friend intent on Breabag (815m)
and ended up paying for B&B in Ullapool (2007). In 2016, before Fuar Tholl
(907m) I left my loaded rucksack on the last train of the day from Inverness
to Achnashellach – it was returned on the first train next morning from Kyle
of Lochalsh and therefore no ‘Lost Property’ return journey needed to
Inverness. I have also forgotten my boots, and had to buy a new pair in
Ambleside for Blencathra in 2015, and without overtrousers got wet on An
Ruadh-stac (2018).

I began 2018 with a drive to Craigallan on a beautiful 5th January
morning, with a modest plan to ease myself into winter ground conditions,
just arrived. The new SMC book Grahams and Donalds was inviting me to the
lowly summit, Beinn na Gucaig (616m) above Inchree. I took out the foot
spikes and ice-axe but, as expected, the snow was not crusty or consolidated
for either. After a lunchtime snooze below the summit, and snow
abhorrently stained with ketchup from my sardine tin, I returned to
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Craigallan where the ever-industrious Keith Foster was tirelessly at work on
the plumbing. I felt ashamed to be enjoying myself. 

An Stac, an 814m Corbett, out there above Lochailort, by the sea of
Skye, flashed into my head. Marvellous start to the year 2018 – 6th January:
short daylight, early start, find a parking spot, blunder about among farm
buildings, new hydro road workings, old access paths, and finally the real
thing – frozen ground with snow lying from 450m. An Stac is a steep and
prominent cone of a mountain, with all the little intricate mysteries of
mountaineering locked in the ice and staring innocently at me. Had I
prepared for this? Yes, I had remembered crampons, ice-axe (one) as well
as walking poles, survival bag, note (where I had gone) left in car, mobile
phone and, I was wearing stiff-soled winter boots. The immediate action
was up bouldery grooves, low crags, icy ledges and gangways; axe most
useful, two would have been better, poles useless, even a hindrance, so
tucked away from causing harm. Crusty névé, powder snow, short icicles
became absorbing work, cutting handholds for the other hand, even on this
small scale of mountaineering. Outward views quite suddenly included
lochs, sea and misty distances. Then, sunlight all around as the final few
paces brought a 360-degree panorama of shade and brilliant light, out of the
shadowy north side and into a spacious universe of arctic northernness.
Enchanting. Summit cairn, a light breeze, contentment.
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An Ruadh Stac from Bealach a'Choire Ghairbh.



Aloneness – a feature of many Munro and Corbett walkers, but not a self-
conscious or suffering loneliness, more a contentment with the natural
world out there, as I felt bonded physically and mentally to the natural
environment. Well-being seemed complete. Of course, it wasn’t. I had to
descend from this exposed, weather-beaten outpost and get back home; to
make good on assurances that this kind of winter activity is not extreme,
just normal. I went back the way I had come.

Late in February, I slept on frozen ground below Sgurr nan Eugallt,
(894m) beside the last mile of road to Kinloch Hourn. A two-thirds moon
silvered the bin-liner blackness; a welcome omen for the day. After an early
start, frozen turfs gave way to soft snow cover with animal tracks, followed
by névé sloping at a gentle angle that required crampons – the type of
surface that has been hardened and polished by extreme weather, this time
the isobars trailing back to Siberia. No animals now, no birds, not even a
crow’s footprint or ptarmigan’s croak. I felt the chill of hostile environment,
although the living sun was ever there with its light and promise, lifted well
above the horizon of deep winter; we were two months beyond the longest
night. Idling the day away, I could relax for an hour at the summit, stretch
the legs and gaze over Knoydart, the Black Cuillin of Skye and distant Ladhar
Bheinn, where another prized Corbett lay for future planning (Beinn na
Caillich, 785m).
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Summit of Sgurr an Eugallt with Bheinn Bhuidhe.



From the above few paragraphs, it will be evident that solo ascents have
an intensity of experience not as obvious or demanding as accompanied
ascents. Part of that intensity is perhaps similar to leading an unknown rock
pitch, but not quite. I switched to a higher level of concentration to avoid
falling off. While solo walking in winter, there is no-one else to distract your
attention, so I tread carefully. A stumble alone might be more serious. I
value a day without a single stumble.

By mid-April 2018, springtime warranted another visit to Achnashellach
to catch An Ruadh-stac, (892m). An eventful trip ensued, firstly by train to
this request stop station, then with bike to stay at Gerry’s hostel, and an
early start to cycle to Coulags and the walking. The air was singing with
spring: cuckoos, willow warblers, oyster catchers and a woodpecker drilled.
A headwind, with light rain, made me batten down my hood, although the
forecast was for showers, April-style. I proceeded in a heavy shower. After
an hour’s walking, I took shelter at the MBA bothy, and then marched on,
mind in sleep, but good paths wound through the wetness. Another hour
passed, maybe more, and then the reward – the parting of clouds at the
Bealach a’Choire Gairbh. My destination? A monumental block of bare rock,
300m in height, rose from shadowy lochans, seemingly a climber’s paradise
for a dry day. I chose to follow the guidebook scramble to the summit,
winding through slabs, grooves, ledges, and snow patches, with a healthy
breeze and, again, rain and cloud at the summit. Was this spring, or still
winter? Certainly, it was not another Beast from the East, but more a feature
of modern winters, and wimpish. 

I returned the way I had come to Gerry’s hostel, with his son, Simon,
now in charge. He was engaged in repairs underneath his car, up on
several jacks. As I was making a cup of tea, a bloodcurdling scream told
me something. I rushed outside to find Simon on his feet, but bent
double, moaning, unsteady, holding a shoulder. The car had fallen on him
and he had rapidly dragged himself free. His smartphone brought the
ambulance from Strathcarron and, eventually, an ambulance helicopter
took him off. Several broken bones and a punctured lung would need
time for recovery in hospital. It was lucky that I was there to assist, for
there was no-one else at the hostel at the time. Check out the hostel for
a warm welcome to a characterful place and, hopefully, a fully recovered
Simon.

Warning: for me a fair number of Corbetts have little scenic or
characterful interest, except as expeditions to complete a tick list. I have
needed some spirited genie to drive me on at times, maybe as a mere
escape from an otherwise tedious repetition of more local hills, or just for
an alternative day out in the fresh air of a novel place. Perhaps I should not
name any, for every day out there is worth the time and energy.

Beinn Dronaig (797m) might seem to be a long drive and an evil distance
from civilisation, painful for the feet on hard surfaces, heavy on the
shoulders, time-consuming and probably wet. How to outwit these
inconveniences? Employ cunning: bus or train services instead of a car, newly
bulldozed hydro roads with a bike and panniers to carry the weight, a dry
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bothy to rest your body. If you go in summer, you only need to consider
midges as the inconvenience. So, I went in spring, before the plague got
established.

In May 2018, I directed these ploys for another outsider, Beinn na Caillich
(785m) a western outlier of Ladhar Bheinn in Knoydart, and added Beinn
Bhuidhe (855m) another problem Corbett. I accepted that time, and travel
distance, needed to be put aside for this potential non-event; that, for me,
four days/nights would be required, with allowances for rain and rest days.
I need not have worried, for the focal point was the community-owned
hamlet of Inverie, beyond the harbour of Mallaig, and cut off from the rest
of Scotland by road. Firstly, look out for four days of settled weather.
Secondly, on a loaded bike catch a train to Mallaig to catch a boat to Inverie,
then cycle on rough tracks and look for a bivvy site near Beinn na Caillich.
Thus the plan, which just went to plan.
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Ladhar Bheinn with Beinn na Caillich (r) from Sgurr an Eugallt.



Along the railway to Mallaig, beautifully scenic on a spring day, the
preceding train had been the Harry Potter steam train. Red hot coals had
fallen onto the track, set it alight and, before the fire brigade could get
access, flames had engulfed the tinder dry hillside. Firemen were
everywhere, damping down well up the hill above the track, leaving the old
wooden fence posts to burn. Presumably the trackbed was no longer made
of timber, but concrete, so our diesel train could proceed with caution, but
would arrive late for the ferry. An eventual mobile phone contact with the
ferrymen was possible, despite some interference with mobile signals by
intervening tunnels and trackside cuttings. Exactly at the timetabled
departure of 18:00hrs, I rode up, dismantled the pannier luggage for hand
transfer from the quayside to the passenger ferry and strode across the gap
to the gunwale. A propitious start at least.

After the half-hour’s sail along Loch Nevis, I was ready for the next stage
– cycling to an endpoint to leave my bike, find a bivvy spot, dine well, deploy
the insect repellent and prepare for the morrow. An expected dry night
ensued and the final (i.e. walking) part of the Beinn na Caillich project went
smoothly. The sun shone weakly, I saw my first swallow of the year, gazed
longingly from the summit over Loch Hourn, set fire to the grass around the
cooking stove, had to use the hot water to put it out, and re-try with more
water from the burn. Minor irritations overcome, I could cycle back to
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Ladhar Bheinn with Beinn na Caillich (r) from Sgurr an Eugallt.



Inverie for a quick pint in its well-renowned pub ‘The Old Forge’ and ride
on to the official ‘Long Beach’ campsite. At the roadside there, a lady was
selling home-made frozen organic meals from a freezer in a shed, the
‘Snackshack’. So, I bought two. I was here for three more nights anyway.
Recommended.

What a sunset, what a beach outlook, even including a wet-weather log
cabin for dining and socialising! But what a wet day did follow! No matter,
I needed to rest. I could wait. Then a second day of rain. Another home-
made, frozen organic dinner! Then the rain stopped and I was able to make
a direct ascent of Bein Bhuidhe (855m) by a ridge on the north side and
wonderful high-level approach. The damaged cylindrical trig point reminded
me of my grandma sitting upright on a chair. I hugged her. Emotional
moment.

Inverie Corbetts now completed, I relaxed. I relaxed so much that on the
day of departure I carelessly spilled my wallet into the dewy grass beside
my tent, only discovering the loss as I was fumbling for my ticket at the ferry
point. No wallet! Fortunately, the ferry from Mallaig was late for its pick-up
at Inverie. I had a chance to cycle back, breathlessly, to search the wet
grass, in panic mode, and find it with pinpoint accuracy. The shock of sudden
loss, and desperate search, is with me still. I told no-one.

While on the train home, I recalled the events of recent days, with a
childhood joy, on the Harry Potter railway. The body was tired, but the mind
relaxed as the train wandered its long and sinuous way back between lochs
and memorable hills: Rannoch Moor and Ben Lomond. The Corbetts to-do list
had shrunk a little, and maybe, just maybe, I will be able to keep up the
pace but not quite, ever, finish.
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